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Preface
The transportation of milk
become important only in

in tank trucks

the 1950's. In

from farm

many

to plant has

areas

it

has de-

veloped rapidly. It usually brings about other important changes,
both welcome and unwelcome. The United States Department of
Agriculture recognized the need of economic analysis of this significant

new development.

The Department has

a broad

program

of research in agricultural

marketing, designed to improve the efficiency of the marketing
process. The research resulting in this report was a part of that

program. The work was done by the University of New Hampshire
under contract with the United States Department of Agriculture.

The Agricultural Marketing Service administered the contract for
the Department, with Clem C. Linnenberg, Jr., of the Marketing
Research Division, supervising the contract on the Department's
behalf.
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Transition to the Bulk Assembly of Milk
in

Northern

By James

Bo wring and Kenneth

R.

I.

changes are no

dairy industry than in agriculture as a whole.
Increased production per cow, increases in the number of cows per
dairy farm worker, are symbolic of
the new feeds and the labor saving
devices and building designs which

have been developed.
Increased
competition
among
farmers and among milk dealers for
the sale of milk intensifies the drive
the

adoption of cost reducing
techniques to keep prices down. One
of these new methods which has been
adopted in manv areas with large
farms but which is now reaching to
the smaller dairv farms is the tank
assembly of milk. Lender this system
milk is cooled and stored on the
farm, in refrigerated bulk tanks,
transferred to a tank truck by means
of a power-driven pump, delivered to
the dealer, and transferred

from the

tank truck to the dealer's tank for
processing. Handling; and cleaning of
milk cans is no longer necessarv.
waste is reduced, and the probability
of contamination after leaving the
farm is minimized. Under can assembly, title to the milk passes at the
plant; under bulk assembly, the point
of sale is at the farm.

The process
to

tank

of change

based

from cans

in large measure on
the dealer's incentive of profit and
the producer's estimate of his profit
is

*

A. Taylor*

Introduction

TECHNOLOGICAL
less apparent in the

for

New England

or loss if he converts or stands pat.
Either the producer's expected gain
must exceed the cost or the loss he
thinks he will avoid by converting

must exceed the

cost.

Therefore local

differences in the structure of the industry, such as size of farm, dis-

tance from market, and selling agreements, will result in different rates
of change-over to bulk assembly. The
educational job, the financing ar-

rangements,
established

the

routes

reorganization

and the

loss

of
of

investments
are
obstacles
which must be overcome before the
transition can be completed. Techcapital

nological change proceeds at varying
speeds.
It is the puroose of this Bulletin
to describe

and discuss various phases

of the transition to bulk handling; in
three New England States
New

—

Hampshire. Maine and Vermont.
formation will be provided on the

Inre-

producers, dealers, and
truckers to the change-over both in
action

of

prospect and in operation. These may
provide guides to community farm
leaders and agricultural extension
personnel in the development of educational programs.

Special emphasis will be given to
the potential savings to the industry
in transportation and assembly costs.
It

is

in this area that

economic advantages

many

lie.

of the

Therefore a

discussion of costs, rates, and neces-

Mr. Bowring is Economist, Agricultural Experiment Station, University of New
Hampshire. Mr. Taylor was Research Assistant, Agricultural Experiment Station, UniNew Hampshire.
_

versity of

sary adjustments is proper. From this
it is
possible to estimate reductions in hauling costs.
Some further discussion of the
problems of transition will point out

healthy and dynamic dairy industry.
The New England area chosen for
study is not unique. In the United
States there are many similar milksheds of small farms and broken terrain where the adoption of tank
assembly is in process or can be expected in the near future. It is hoped

analysis

the joint responsibilities of all members of the industry and of the farm

communities where change
or employment. It

taxes

may

affect

a

chal-

is

this study will provide some
framework and guide for the economic solutions of problems arising
from the transition.

that

lenge to look ahead, to visualize the
future problems and to plan for a

smooth transition

in

keeping with a

II.

The

Setting

The Boston Milk Shed

1.

producing states. The Greater Boston
Marketing Area is the major outlet.
The milk receipts in this marketing
area for 1955 show Vermont the
leading supplier, followed by Maine.

Milk produced in northern New
England is shipped to the major
markets of Massachusetts and New
York or sold on local markets in the

Table

Receipts of Milk from Producers in the Greater Boston

1.

Marketing Area

Milk
State

in

—

195S

Thousands

of lbs.

Percent of Total

Other States 1

229,121
48,984
1,189.320
203,599

14
3
71
12

Total

1,671,024

100

Maine
Massachusetts

Vermont

1

A

The
lesser

greater

part

of

the receipts from "Other States" was from New Hampshire.
a small area in New York State. It is not permissible
result in disclosure of the approximate

amount was from

these separately, as that would
receipts from certain individual plants.
to

show

The prices paid on this market influence the prices paid on secondary
markets. However, State Market Administrators

New England
enough
to local

in

the

states

to give to

three
set

northern

prices high

producers shipping
markets a greater return per

hundredweight, over and above transportation charges, than that received
by the same producers when shipping
to Greater Boston. This allows local
dealers the opportunity to maintain

an adequate supply of milk for local
use.

Table

2.

of Plants in Vermont, Maine, and New Hampshire,
1955
Purchasing Milk for Resale

Number and Type
by

Size,

—

State
Retail Bottling Plar
Qts. per Day

Table

4.

Average Annual Milk Production per Herd by Herd Size
in Thousand lbs.
19541

—

Less than 10

aine

10-29

30-49

50 or more

All Herds

Milk

purchased from farmers by

is

dealers for bottling and sale in local
markets, for manufacturing or for
to

shipment

more

distant markets.

varies with
ranging from a few quarts up
to 54,000 quarts per day. The number of small dealers changes from
year to year.

The

size

dealers

of

sales

material

the

In Secondary Markets
Dealers who purchase milk for
processing and sale at retail are in
general located close to consuming
centers. A high proportion of their
milk is sold as fluid and the rest as
cream, cottage cheese and skim. In

some

cases the skim

fed to livestock.
bottling plants
ium for milk

is

dumped

As noted above,

pay producers
sold

or

local

a

locally.

premAt the

time of this study, the size of the
premium varied from $.25 to $1.00
per 100 lbs. over the price paid for
milk shipped to the Boston Milk
Shed pool market. This premium provides a preferred market, and some
selection and choice of producers to

meet

their

possible

supply

for local

requirements
dealers.

The

is

dis-

tance from farms to dealers will vary
with the terrain and the density of
production. In Vermont, for example, producers are more denselv
distributed than in Maine. A town or

Windsor. Vermont may
reach out for milk on all sides.
Transportation is thus minimized. In
Maine, however, where a market like
Portland is on the coast, the milk
supplies come some distance from
producing areas north and west of

city

like

the city. Therefore, the average miles

which milk

travels will be greater. It
to the advantage of producers to
ship to the nearest dealer paying the
is

highest price.

Manufacturing Plants

3.

During certain seasons, milk
cess

of fluid

in ex-

requirements provides

manufacturing

for their members. Large
companies may operate cheese plants
in
producing areas to minimize

market

transportation costs. Similarly, large
utilize the manufact-

companies may
outlets

uring

Retail Bottling Plants

2.

for

cooperatives own plants
to
manufacture cheese or process
dried milk in order to provide a

Some

plants.

to

complement

their

marketing policies and diversion programs. They play an important part
in reducing the impact of seasonal
production on the fluid milk markets

New

of

England.

Country Receiving Plants

4.

The metropolitan areas

of Massa-

chusetts rely on northern New Enga net surplus area
for
land

—

their milk supplies.

The major pro-

cessors and bottling plants for milk
sold in these cities are located near-

where retail delivery costs can
be minimized. Milk produced in
Massachusetts is generally sold in
local markets. Milk for the Greater
Boston Marketing Area is assembled
from farms in Vermont, Maine and
New Hampshire, a considerable dis-

by,

tance

from the bottling

take

advantage

of

plants. To
costs

reduced

possible from large lot shipments,
the milk is hauled from farms to
country receiving stations where it

held for reshipment. The milk is
then loaded into over-the-road tank
trucks or rail tank cars and shipped
to the metropolitan areas for processis

ing and bottling. A company which
owns several manufacturing or bottl-

ing plants has a greater possibility of
adjusting supplies to each plant than
has a single plant which relies on

producers shipping from one

locali-

ty.

Collection of milk at country receiving stations before shipping to
plants means that the cost of maintenance of the stations is an addition to the assembly and transportation cost. The cost has been justified

most economical
assemble and ship milk. With
the advent of tank truck assembly of
milk, however, the maintenance of
to
receiving stations must be subject
in

the past as the

way

to

economic re-evaluation. The cost of
maintaining receiving stations varies
with the extent of use.
year the plant

of the

Many months
may be only

As

an alternative,
milk may be assembled by tank from
farms then transferred to a mobile
tank
receiving station such as a
used.

partially

truck

or

a

rail

Much

car.

handling costs can
nated or reduced.

thus

be

of

the

elimi-

Long and Short Hauls

5.

than

transportation is used. In point of
fact, the price paid to New Hampshire and Maine dairy farmers for
milk to be used locally in fluid con-

sumption is fixed by the respective
State Milk Control Boards at a level
equal to
northern

processing plants can be
by length of haul. Milk

to

classified

moving

to

Boston and vicinity from

New Hampshire and Maine

Vermont,

longer distances in general
than milk shipped to secondary or
local markets. An exception may be
found in Maine, for example, where
local dealers assemble milk from disentails

at

Boston. The
producer's

—

hau's.

Any means by which

transporta-

charges can be reduced is
equivalent to an increased price at
the farm. This would have the most
significance to farmers shipping long
distances. As most of the milk from
tion

Vermont and

a

major part

of

the

milk from New Hampshire is shipped
to Massachusetts there could be an
increase
states

Returns to producers shipping
northern New England to
Massachusetts markets will be less

costs.

III.

paid

New England

a disadvantage by comBoston
nearer producers
to
parison
would be reduced if the cost of transporting milk were reduced on long
distance hauls relatively to short

tances up to 95 miles.

from

that

relative disadvantage in shipping to

The transportation of milk from
farms

they ship to local markets,

if

provided that the same price for delivered milk is paid by dealers on
these markets and the same form of

in

from

farm income to these
reduced transportation

To

a lesser extent the farmers
on local markets would benefrom lower charges per cwt.

selling
fit

Procedure of Study

in
this
Information
incorporated
study was obtained in 1955 and 1956

The questions answered in this
survey form the basis for this an-

from producers, dealers, and truckers
already operating with partial or
complete bulk tank assembly and, for

a

comparison, from producers, dealers,
and truckers still using cans. The
purpose of the interviews was to obtain operating experiences of those
using tank truck assembly and the
those members of the
not converted from
cans towards the adoption of tank
of

attitudes

industry

who had

assembly.

Every effort was made to draw
20 percent random sample of deal-

alysis.

ers selling on local markets (Table 2) ,
a 20 percent random sample of dairy

farms shipping to the dealers sampled, and 100 percent coverage of
truckers asembling milk from farms
the dealers sampled. A preliminary division was made between secondary market plants (Figure 2)
and plants from which milk is hauled
for

to

more

distant dealers,

which

used where needed, and thus to

in this

in-

sure that it was representative.
All dealers with tank assembly in

case are on the Boston Federal Order

Market (Figure 3). The plants were
located on a map by size groups and
by use of the serpentine technique
a sample was obtained for each size
group. The location of the secondary
market sample is shown in Figure
4 and the location of the sample of

1955 were interviewed. A sample of
dairy farms and truckers from these
tank operations was also studied by

plants shipping to the Boston Market-

of interviews. For producers,
regardless of whether they used bulk
or can assembly, all sampling was of
dairy farms rather than of farmers.

ing Area

A man

means

method the dealer sample
was representative by geographic location and by size. As the sample was

with two dairy farms was
twice as likely to be interviewed in
the study as was a one-farm operator.
Hence the producer tables based on

taken, substitutes were drawn, to be

the

By

LOCATION
IN

is

given in Figure

3.

this

interviews

refer to

OF RETAIL DEALER PLANTS

VERMONT, NEW HAMPSHIRE, a MAINE

•

X •

I

-

999 QTS. DAILY

1,000-3,999 QTS. DAILY

=4,000 QTS. a OVER DAILY

Figure 2.
9

the

number

farms, not the number
ducers. In all, information
of

of

cans and the following discussion

pro-

was ob-

plans and attitudes towards the
adoption of bulk tanks. This is followed by a discussion of producers
who have already converted to tanks,

tained from 120 plants (including 31
with bulk assembly), 332 truckers,
and 1,650 dairy farms.
The majority of dairy farms in
Maine, New Hampshire, and Vermont were still shipping their milk in

LOCATION
IN

tics,

their experiences,

and

tion plans.

OF DEALER PLANTS

VERMONT, NEW HAMPSHIRE, S MAINE
SHIPPING

MILK

TO MASSACHUSETTS

-

ill-

ustrates certain of their characteris-

1954

(

Figure

10

3.

•

-

PLANTS

INTERVIEWED

)

their produc-

LOCATION

OF RETAIL DEALER PLANTS

INTERVIEWED
IN

VERMONT, NEW HAMPSHIRE, 8 MAINE

I

x

-

999

=1,000-3,999
=4,000 QTS

Figure 4.

11

OTS.

DAILY

QTS

DAILY

AND OVER

Plans and Attitudes of Producers Shipping

IV.

Milk in Cans Towards Bulk Tank Assembly
1.

Size of Dairy

Farms

The majority of dairy farms in the
milk shed using cans shipped 1000
lbs. or less per day in the peak pro-

period. The sample taken
showed 80 percent of producers interviewed shipped less than 1000 lbs.
per day in the peak month. The dis-

duction

tribution

is

as follows:

Table 5. Percentage Distribution of Farms Shipping Milk in Cans in
Maine, New Hampshire, and Vermont by Maximum Production per Day
Compared with Farms Shipping by Tank Truck

lbs. per Day
Peak Month

Average
in

Can Shippers

Table

N

7.

in Cans, by Size of Herd
Percentage Planning a Herd Increase

Farms Shipping Milk

:

ment in container equipment on the
farm over the spring water and ice
cooling methods formerly used. Lower
bacteria count and a better tasting
product were the

result,

along with

and more attractive milkrooms. The compressor was continually improved and finally the sulphur dioxide gas was replaced by the
more efficient freon gas.
larger

labor for producer, trucker, and reIt improves the taste of the

ceiver.

product as

by producers.

It

Towards the Adoption
Of Bulk Tank

6.

The farm bulk milk tank relieves
producer from back-straining
manipulation of 40-quart cans and
produces a more perfect control of
milk
and
bacteria
temperature
counts. The ice bank machines follow along the more familiar pattern

testified

the requisite of modern, quick, and
efficient transfer of milk from producer to processor.
is

The

introduction of bulk milk
in an area meets mixed reaction from producers. A dealer may
be successful in forcing producers
to convert to tank by taking the initi-

the

handling

and announcing a change-over
on some particular date. The result
of this approach has frequently been
the loss of some producers to other
ative

of the refrigeration units with a water

and ice jacket. They operate with
lower motor capacities and build up

time. The direct-expansion type
usually operates only for the milking

proprietary dealers or to cooperatives or by their ceasing production.
On the other hand, many dealers
discuss the proposed investment with

period each morning and afternoon,
but with a motor of larger capacity
than the ice bank cooler. Consider-

ducers to plan an investment.

a reserve bank of refrigeration at offload times and over a longer period
of

their producers and by these discussions exert minor pressure on pro-

ations of compactness of the unit in
relation to milk house size, size of
motors to the availability of power
without extra rate assessments, and

Similarly,

between the two types.

With the tank

collection

of milk,

samples and weighs the
milk, passes on its appearance and
odor quality, and accepts delivery at
the farm. The producer has the redriver

buying a bulk milk tank are conservative. Among producers using
cans only 41 percent indicated they
would install bulk milk tanks. The

and the advantage of having complete control of the product
up to the point of sale. All the milk
is rapidlv cooled and held at about

sponsibility

38° until

it

is

pumped

may be under

ages to their own farm operations.
The same producers influence their
neighbors, and the adoption of tanks
will no doubt be speeded up as local
farm leaders make the investment.
The opinions of farmers towards

the quality of the repair service are
important factors in making a choice

the

dealers

pressure to adopt bulk handling from
those producers who visualize advant-

largest proportion in all three states
believed the initial expense would be

too great to be borne by their present milk sales. A somewhat smaller
yet substantial number preferred to
delay any decisions and to wait and
see the turn of events before making
a change. The need for a bigger

into the in-

(but not refrigerated) tank
truck for transfer to the depot holding tanks or to the carrier for final
sulated

disposition.

dealers was expressed
a few cases. In Vermont a few

premium from

Aside from its part in the mechanization of the dairy farm, modern
tank assembly of milk reduces back-

in

producers were located so close to
their local dealers that they had no
14

plans for a change from cans. This
was generally confirmed by the dealers themselves.

When

posed

Table 10.

Action

the

question

as

to

what they would do

if

the

dealei

bulk handling and required that farmers invest in a farm

changed

to

tank, the reactions

Proposed Action on Farms Using Cans
Should Convert to Tank

if

were as follows:

the Dealer

Table 11. Percentage Distribution of Farms Using Cans by Fanners'
Estimated Cost of Change-over Exclusive of Farm Tank Cost

Cost

price differential offered to producers

on

markets

local

in

Maine,

ion while eliminating the resentment
created by a milk dealer deadline.

New

Hampshire, and Vermont placed the

more

vantage which they would have lost
to use cans and having to switch to Massachusetts out-

Vermont and New Hampshire,

the percentages were 19 and 10. In
Vermont, 15 percent of the producers

who changed, and

in

the producers in

Vermont making

Lack

of

alternative

Some

the year.

seasonality

of

estimate of future re-

quirements based on an expansion of
herd size was apparently not com-

the

mon

change-over entered into group purchase plans in buying their farm
tanks, thus holding down
the cost of the equipment.

the

unused capacity for several months of

Seventeen percent of

cans.

in

if

duction. If there is a big range in
production from low to high months,
many farmers may have tanks with

Maine 5 per
cent of them, were paid a premium by
the dealer for bulk milk as compared
to what they had been getting for
milk

difficult

production is high. In general, producers have based their estimates for
tank size on the peak production
period with every-other-day delivery.
This means a tank large enough to
hold twice their maximum daily pro-

by continuing
In

Tank

Choice of the right size of tank
is important for
minimizing costs to
the producer. 1 This decision becomes

ferred to retain the local price advantage. In Maine, 45 percent of the
producers changing to a bulk tank
were able to retain a local price ad-

lets.

Size of

2.

dealer in a favorable position for
switching to tank, as producers pre-

in

the

initial

establishment of

tank

size.

3.

Type of Tank

somewhat

markets

The two major types

un-

of

farm tanks

doubtedly
encouraged
compliance
with a dealer's change-over deadline.
There was an occasion, however,

expansion and ice
bank. The choice of type has depended on individual preferences for

when a number of producers shipping to a plant organized their own

the

and sold

route

to

a

dealer

in use are direct

willing

accept milk in cans. In such a
case the transition has been delayed

tanks.

Such factors as

tanks

services, enterprisor the satisfaction

1

do much

2

The

of

them

subsequently found the
tank inadequate; but most
had acquired their tanks

rather recently.

to influence local opin-

See Tank Truck Assembly of Milk in

March

require-

had

size of the

ing salesmanship
of community leaders with their tanks
will

company

Seventy-one percent of producers
Maine, had direct expansion tanks,
62 percent in New Hampshire and
69 percent in Vermont. Only 11 per
cent of the interviewed farmers with

such time as producers have
been convinced of the economic adof

advantages and local

in

until

equipment dealer

power

ments. 2

to

vantages

respective

electric

New

Hampshire. Agr. Exp.

Sta.

Bull.

410,

1954.

more conducive to peaks in electricity conexpansion equipment
sumption than is the ice bank type. Hence at least one local power co-operative makes
a demand charge for the use of a direct expansion farm tank
a flat monthly fee,
based upon the rated horsepower of the motor, in addition to the monthly charge
based on the amount of electricity used. This co-op assesses no demand charge for
the use of the ice bank type of tank.
direct

is

—
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4.

Cost of Alterations

Alterations to the milk house for
the installation of the tank were frequently unnecessary or slight. Data

on the additional costs to producers
for the conversion show that, for the
majority, the costs other than the
price of the tank were less than $350.

Percentage Distribution of Farms by Their Actual Cost
of Change-over from Can to Tank Cooling, Exclusive
of the Cost of the Farm Tank

Table 13.

number of farms in Maine, New
Hampshire, and Vermont reporting
fewer than 10 cows declined from
25,600 to about 19,000, while the
number of farms reporting at least
the

Table 16.

30 cows rose from below 3,000 to
above 4,000 (Table 16). These figures
apply to all farms reporting milk
cows, regardless of whether the farms
used bulk assembly in either year. 1

Farms in Maine, New Hampshire, and Vermont Reporting
Milk Cows, by Herd Size Group, 1950 and 1954*
Percentage Distribution

Herd

No. of Farms

Size

1950

Under 10
10-29
30-49

of

1954

1950

34,345

100

25,602

50 and over
All

40,582

Farms
1954

Percentage of Farms with
Tanks Increasing Herd Size, by
Number of Cows Added Since

Table 18.

Tank was Purchased

No. Cows Added

VI.

Seasonality of Production in Relation to the

Assembly of Milk
Unused Capacity

1.

Variation

in

is

a Cost

production

ducers with equal monthly production could keep his tank more fully
utilized with a resulting lower unit
cost per cwt. of milk than can a
trucker who has a varied load size.
The receipts in the Greater Boston

means

variation in the utilization of equip-

ment. The farm tank capacity may be
fully used at certain times and partially used at others. Tanks which
hold the peak month production will
have unused space in the lowest production month. Similarly, tank trucks
purchased for the assembly of milk
to dealers will be hauling partial
loads during certain months, if the
number of oroducers remains the
same. Unused capacity of tank trucks
means a higher cost per cwt. for milk
transported than if the tank were full

and

will

cwt.

for

handled.

Marketing Area by month discloses
the seasonality pattern. Seasonal patterns for milk receipts on local markets

production during his lowest production month to the production of

ly

highest month. A hundred per
ratio therefore would indicate
no seasonality. A ratio of 30 would
indicate that production in the low-

his

Table 21.
Milk Receipts in the
Greater Boston Marketing Area

cent

of

1955

est

Month

of production sea-

sonality which will be used here is
the seasonality ratio. This ratio is the
relationship of the producer's month-

trucker hauling from pro-

for

of Seasonality

A measurement

increase average costs per
year's supply of milk

Seasonality

A Measure

2.

the

A

indicate less monthly variation. 1

month was only 30 percent

which

is

of

highest month,
a highly seasonal produc-

production

Percentage of
Annual Receipts 1

in

the

tion pattern.

January
February

6.8

March

8.1

April

May
June
July

August
September
October

November
December

7.0

3.

9.0
10.7
11.0
8.6
7.8
8.4
7.9
7.2
7.5

Seasonality of Producers

Using Cans
For those producers delivering in
cans there were 17 percent with seasonality ratios of 80 to 100. There
were 48 percent with ratios of 50
to 70 and 35 percent with ratios below 50. This last groun showed the
greatest seasonality and the greatest
potential handling and transportation
cost. There is greater likelihood of

100.0

1
Adjusted for difference in number of
days per month.

1

Unpublished study on local market receipts
Agricultural Economics, University of Maine.
21

by Homer Metzger, Department

of

Table 22. Percentage Distribution of Farms Shipping Milk in Cans,
by Production Size Group and by Seasonality of Production
in Vermont, New Hampshire, and Maine, 1955-1956

Seasonality
Size Group,
Lbs. per Day

80

-

100

Percent

499 and under
500 - 999
1000 and over

18

All groups

17

Ratio

50-79

0-49

Total

Percent

Percent

Percent

48

35

Farm Tank Use and

5.

Size of Producers

There was a larger
small producers with
small producers with
tribution of producers

proportion of
cans than of
tanks.

A

dis-

by size groups
shows that 43 percent of the can pro-

ducers were shipping less than 500
lbs. per day compared with 16 per
cent of producers on tanks. The
adoption of tanks was perhaps related to the greater financial ability
of the larger producers where this

came from lower

costs of production

and superior credit standing.

Table 24. Percentage Distribution of Farms Shipping Milk
and in Tanks, by Production Size Group, for Vermont,

in

Cans

Maine and New Hampshire
Size of Group
Lbs. per Day

Can Users

Tank Users

Percent

Percent

43
46

499 and under
500 999
1000 and over
-

All groups

There

is

purchase

100

100

lems during the excess months and
result in procurement probit may
lems during other months. These op-

some indication that the
tanks was proportion-

among

the larger pro-

ducers than those shipping
1000 lbs. per day.
6.

52
32

of

ately heavier

less

than

erations

size

difficult

total

cost

and

which

in

general have
extent the
in its con-

income. To this
plant will be hampered

version to a basis of 100 percent
tank assembly. Refusal to accept supplies of milk because of the increased

producers or by a producer cooperative may be made more difficult because of seasonal production. The

more

classes,

lower

to

transportation and plant costs associated with high seasonal production
will solve the problem for the dealer

becomes
when income is un-

farm

his

The highly seasonal producers are
more predominantly in the smaller

100 percent tank
proprietary milk
dealer who does not want to lose

of

to

lower returns per unit
of milk handled.

Production

financing

add

will result in

Dealer Operating Problems
Arising from Seasonal

The conversion
assembly by a

16

11

tanks

provided other sources of milk are

even. Seasonality of production presents the dealer with disposal prob-

available.
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VII.

Cooperatives and Bulk Assembly of Milk

Proprietary Dealer's
Decisions to Change

1.

So

far

handled

in

concerns the milk
Northern New England

Farmer

In the case of farmer cooperatives,
however, the decision making pro-

to

cess

at

members

is

more complicated.

Farmer

represented on the
board of directors. The plant manager operates under the orders of
the directors. Therefore, a changeover plan must come from producers
before action can be taken. The reaction of producers varies with size
and with plans for growth. Cooperatives do not necessarily have smaller
producers than do independent deal-

plant in bulk have, of course,
been made by the dealers and not by
milk producers. The decision making
has rested either with the owner or
with a small group of directors and
the

a manager. The techniques of announcing the decision to change are

Announcement of a deadproducers that only milk from
farm tanks will be purchased beginning at a certain date is one technique. This has met with various desimilar.
line to

grees of success. In

for

Cooperatives

as

by proprietary dealers, decisions
change to the receiving of milk

The Decision

2.

are

Similarly, cooperative members
are not less likely to have plans for
growth than other producers. The
ers.

some cases the

apparent time lag in the adoption of
bulk assembly by farmer cooper-

opposition to
the
in others the
producers complied. Some modifications of deadlines have been neces-

producers

organized
change over and

atives will likely be

overcome

as the

potential loss of the larger producers
to milk handlers with tank assembly
exceeds the cost of bulk-milk prem-

according to local conditions
and producer reactions. Adjustment
is, in general, proceeding. Some producers have shifted to dealers accepting cans; and. when no such alternative is available, they have either
sary

ium payments by the general membership and the cost of necessary facilities.

Some members

of

producer

co-

operatives were already torn between
their loyalty to the cooperative and
the apparent advantage of shipping
to a dealer using a tank truck. The

gone out

of business or planned for
a change-over.
Dealers who have shifted to bulk

pressure on the directors can be expected to grow, forcing a change to
be made. Indeed, this factor had already had some effect. This trend
may be unpopular with those producers who shifted to cooperatives
from private dealers because of the
tank ultimatum. Their voices and

milk have presumably been interested
in cost savings in the process of receiving milk, as well as in the quali-

A

recent study of
ty of the product.
some fluid milk plants in Georgia
shows a very substantial percentage
of saving, on direct labor and equipment, in the receiving of milk in
bulk as compared to receiving it in

their

cans. 1

voting strength will

influence

different cooperatives in different de-

—

1
James C. Taylor and Ralph W. Brown. "Fluid Milk Plants in the Southeast
Methods, Equipment, and Layout," a Marketing Research Report of the U. S. Department of Agriculture, scheduled to he published in 1958.
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At the same time a cooperative
develop a policy which will facilitate the adoption of tank assembly by producers and overcome the
major objections of financial strain.
A mixed operation of cans and tank
may be continued in the short run
although maximum savings can be
obtained only with one hundred per
cent conversion.

purchase farm tanks and lease them
to members unable to meet the initial
cost. This introduces the problem of
providing adequate service for pro-

grees.

may

3.

ducers. The cooperatives are generalin a more favorable position to
borrow funds than individuals.

ly

In

addition,

the

cooperatives,

at

might own the
tank trucks and return any savings
or earnings to producers through
their annual dividend payments.

some future

A

time,

Purchase Policy for
Cooperatives

Some

cooperatives have entered in-

4.

purchase plans for farm
tanks
with
manufacturers.
These
quantity purchases have allowed a
discount.
The models purprice
chased will be standard for all producers and may be either the model
already in production by that comto quantity

pany or a cooperative
economy model of tank.

There is no important difference
between the seasonality of production
of cooperative members and of non-

members, the

Table 26.

Maine
New Hampshire
Vermont

is

of producers, or
assembled. There-

the operating problems facing
both types of organizations are similar. Differences in dealer operating
problems tend to be between states
rather than between types of milk
fore,

greater opportunity for quantity discounts. The cooperative might also

Maine
New Hampshire
Vermont

size

the distance milk

sponsored

Cooperatives in an area could join
together in an inter-cooperative purchase plan which would provide

Table 25.

Operating Problems for
Cooperatives and NonCooperatives are Similar

handlers.

Percentage of Farms Supplying 1000

lbs.

per Day and Under

Farms Served by

Farms Served by

Cooperatives

Proprietary Dealers

88.4
86.4
91.0

92.2
89.1
96.1

Percentage of Farms with Low-high Month Seasonality Ratio
of 50 and over

Farms Served by

Farms Served by

Cooperatives

Proprietary Dealers

57.3
65.1
62.4

25

64.7
76.4
61.4

Table 27.

Average

Distance

Farms Served by

Cooperatives

Proprietary Dealers

16.6
9.9

23.9

11.7

6.9

12.1

Experiences and Plans of Milk Dealers in the
Bulk Assembly of Milk

Number

1.

(miles)

Farms Served by

Maine
New Hampshire
Vermont

VIII.

Farms from Dealers' Plants

of

of Producers

assembly dealers lost an average of
10 producers to dealers with tanks.
On the other hand, 20 percent gained
an average of 10 producers each
from other dealers who had switched

Per Dealer
Handlers or milk dealers

may be

operators or iarmerowned cooperatives. The number of
producers per dealer of ail types

independent

to tanks.

averaged CJ for Vermont, 65 for
Maine, and 39 for New Hampshire.
Cooperatives in Vermont averaged
14o producers per plant; in Maine,
266 producers; and in New Hampshire, 89 producers per plant. The

Plans lor Bulk Assembly

2.

Conversion costs for most dealers
would include new ramping, washing,
and storage facilities. There were

averaged more procooperatives
ducers per plant than the independents, which averaged 51 producers

many

Vermont, 53 in Maine, and 32 in
New Hampshire. The larger number

over

of

were under some form of pressure
to change and a fourth of those still
using cans were planning or were

dealers giving serious consideration to a change-over to bulk assem-

bly.

in

own

cooperatives increases the task of converting to
tanks by those organizations although
this was not necessarily a limiting

The adoption
influence

an area
behavior of

of tanks in

the

sales

A

third of the deal-

in process of change. The pressure is
created by competitors in the area
or by producer requests. If a dealer
should shift to tank assembly and

factor.

will

operations.

ers

in

producers

Others were resisting the changefor reasons peculiar to their

producers. Some producers will stay
with the dealer originating tank
assembly, but others will search for
a different dealer still accepting milk
in cans. Similarly, dealers receiving
milk solely in cans may lose producers to dealers buying milk in
tanks. This occurs when producers
are convinced of the advantages to
them of tank over the present system.
For example, 10 percent of the can

pick up milk from farms adjacent to
those selling in cans, the competitive
position of producers is changed. The
pressures on dealers reflect these influences.

Obstacles cited by dealers against
shifting to bulk assembly were related both to cost and to the size
of their producers.

The following

dis-

tribution of reasons for not shifting
was given.
26

Table 28.

Obstacles to the Adoption
of Bulk Assembly of Milk,

as Stated by Milk Dealers Using

Percent
Institutional

Cans

per cwt. and were offered by dealers
to encourage the change-over so that
plant economies could be introduced.
Of 46 tank trucks in operation, 14

ber of producers may have lost some
and replaced them.

Premiums by dealers to producers
who invested in farm tanks were
offered in the

were owned by the dealers, and their
drivers were employees. This may be

form of reduced trans-

portation rates, quality premiums for
the milk, or advantages of selling on

characteristic of the transition stage
until loads and routes are developed

markets at a higher price than
on the Boston market. The size of
premiums varied from 5 to 10 cents

local

IX.
1.

to

their

Can Truckers

In

who

hired drivers

income and makes

their

a

suplementary

him

the
whenever
trucker's gross income from the haul-

payment

to

age rate

falls

short of the guaranteed
of this general

minimum. Guarantees

and who

type foster loyalty to the dealer and
also improve the competitive position of truckers. Such help is important if competition is keen. Thirtysix percent of the can truckers men-

farm help. In very few cases did

own

sometimes guarantees

agreement

contracted their services to dealers.

dealers

haulage
—agreed
by unwritten

the trucker a specified weekly gross

The truck drivers might be hired

tion facilities for can

addition to the
the
dealer

rate,

cent were owner-drivers in Vermont,
64 percent in Maine, and 79 percent
in New Hampshire. The remainder of
the trucks were owned by independent

milk

own.

Characteristics of Truckers Assembling Milk

of
for-hire
Eightv-five
percent
trucks hauling milk in cans were
owned by the drivers. Up to 95 per

truckers

guarantee a pay load as incentive

for truckers to enter the business on

transporta-

assembly from

tioned that they were receiving some

farms.

kind of supplementary payment bv
the dealer. Thirty percent of the
dealers using cans disclosed that they
were making supplementary payments to independent truckers during months of low volume. As for the
amount of such pavment, dealers and

The assembly of milk in cans is
by independent truckers
who charge a specified amount per
cwt. for carrying the milk from farm
to plant. The dealers are dependent
generally

on the truckers' bringing in the milk
each day irrespective of weather conditions.

truckers said nothing very revealing.
This suggests that any given dealer
probably did not have a uniform

ers.

all

this
Despite
dependence,
however, there are few formal contracts between can truckers and deal-

scheme of supplementarv payments

Competition between small truckers
with unspecialized trucks
almost
any sort is adaptable to the purpose
insures the producer that rates are
held down to a minimum. The dealer,
as an agent of the producers, deducts
the agreed haulage rate from the
price of the milk and turns it over
to the trucker at regular intervals.

to

of the truckers hauling milk to

his plant.

—

is

—

Competition between can truckers
acute in many areas because truck

ownership attracts resources. The independence which appears to be obtained from owning and driving a
truck is one attraction. Another major attraction is that trucks suitable
for can pick-up can also be used for
28

other ventures. Further than this, the
trucking may be only a part time
venture with other income earned in
other jobs. For this reason many of

announced trucking rates had
not changed radically during the past
Instead
subsidies,
special
years.
grants, low labor returns to owners
the

plus supplementary occupations had
probably relieved the trucking rates

from their

Some

full cost

indication

burden.
of

other sources

income was provided by the study.
Over 60 percent of the truckers had
of

other sources of income. The source
income varied as follows:

of this

Table 30.

Source of Outside Income
Truckers

of Can

Source

Paying for Can Trucks

3.

between truckers and dealers. Some
form of unwritten agreement guaranteeing a minimum gross income was
mentioned in 42 percent of the cases
of tank truckers interviewed. These
arrangements were highly diverse,
but very little information was available from dealers or truckers as to

Less than half the truckers paid
cash for their trucks, and a minority
used finance companies and equip-

ment

dealers' purchase plans. The maof them financed their pur-

jority

chases through the banks.
The milk haulage check was the
only source of income to pay for the
truck for 60 percent of the truckers.

amount
payment by the
the exact

of

supplementary

dealer.

One

inde-

pendent tank trucker was guaranteed,

Twenty-seven percent paid over half
of the truck costs (but less than total
from milk haulage returns.
costs)
The remaining 13 percent paid less

dealer, a minimum gross inof $30 per day. Another, picking up bulk milk at farms in a north-

by the

come

New England

ern

than half of their truck costs from
milk trucking and were probablv
producer truckers who used their
trucks for other work.

to Massachusetts,

and hauling it
had a special type

state

of guarantee for the period of transifrom can to bulk assembly.

tion

Each time when he had covered

er,

A

third of the truckers expressed
opinion that the seasonalitv of
production on their routes would be
unfavorable for the use of a farm
tank and tank-truck pickup. Another

basis of a

charged the producers 20c per cwt.
for tank trucking of milk from farm
to plant, but paid the trucker 25c

farm lanes

—

Healer.

milk

working in the dealer's plant.
Most of the trucks in use for
assembly from the farm had a con2 axle chassis with dual
wheels on the rear axle When fullv

ventional

weighed from
(1000 gal." tank) to
30,000 lbs. (2000 gal tank). The size
of tanks varied from 1000 gallons

backing. This
ownership pattern and the past
dealer-trucker relationships, in which
little

or no assist-

ance from dealers to buy a truck.
5.

the

can

truckers

loaded,

the

17.000

lbs.

trucks

2000 gallons. Thirty percent of the
tanks were 1800 gallons; 30 percent,
to

Tank Truckers
As with

on the assembly of
income while the

had supplementary sources.
was
income
supplementary
earned from interplant hauls or by

the

truckers received

their

others

without milk
could change

dealer

entirely

for

The

the purchase of a tank truck. Many expressed their reluctance or inability

trucks

by the

Over 50 percent of the truckers

when considering

tank

a 5c per cwt. supplement

relied

tank truck. It is generally agreed that
the introduction of tank trucks will
require some reorganization of routes
with perhaps the elimination
of
routes now followed. This risk is
carried by the trucker and he recog-

buy

He

chusets.

The majority of truckers believed
that the volume on their present can
routes was inadequate to pay for a

to

and proceed to Massathus was paid on the
full load. Another dealer

milk,

were unfavorable for tank trucks of
1500 to 2000 gallon capacity.

nizes this

out his load with can-assem-

fill

bled

the

third of the truckers said

his

pick-up route, he was to drive to a
country receiving station of his deal-

Can Truckers
On Conversion Problems
Opinions of

4.

2000 gallons; 20 percent, 1560
lons; and the remainder were

there

were no instances of written contacts

tributed in the other size groups.
30

galdis-

Financing Payments for

6.

Rejection of Milk

7.

Tank Trucks
Commercial banks provided

In
truck

the purchase of tank
6 percent interest rate

tive credit for

trucks

at

a

purchasers

to

expected

cases where milk had been rejected
by dealers the odor of milk was the

predominant reason, followed by
dirty tank and high bacteria count

con-

to
tribute
payments from other
sources of earned income until the
routes were built up. 1
1

See Table 40, in Appendix

X.

Comparison

cases the driver of the tank

had

cases studied this responsibility was
shared with the dealer's fieldman. In

on the unpaid balance. Approximately half of the owners intended to
pay for the tank truck entirely from
earnings on the milk routes. The
other

all

the initial responsibility
for rejecting milk. In a third of the

selec-

because of inadequate cooling.
cases of rejection were found.

Few

I.

of Milk Transportation Rates

Charged

by Various Modes of Transport
Tank Truck Assembly
Rates Lower than Can

1.

expressed in the regression equation

Y
Y
X

Producers

pay
transportation
charges from the farm to the processing plant. The farther a producer is
located from a dealer the greater the
cost of shipping his milk and the

The

=
=
=

14.6

+

0.64 X.

rate in cents per cwt.

miles.)

rate per cwt. for tank trucks

lower the net price received by the
farmer. There are, of course, in-

was somewhat lower. 1 For the initial
6 miles, 16 cents per cwt. was average for the three state region. The

dividual exceptions to this rule when
the transportation charge is reduced
by the dealer as a form of supplementary payment for milk.

however, was less rapid than for the
can trucks and averaged 39 cents for
50 miles. The rate/mile relationship

The

increase

cwt.

relationship
cwt. 1 for

longer hauls,

Y

per

The average

for

rates

is given in Figure 5 (with a rate re15.6 -fgression estimate of
0.44 X).

of distance to
trucks carrying
cans is illustrated in Figure 5 and
Table 32. The rates for distances of
about 6 miles in the three state area
varied from 10 cents to 35 cents per
rate

in

The

rates

shown

in

=

Table 32 show

distance of about 6 miles as the
most common length of haul from
a

farm

rate for such a dis-

tance was about 18 cents per cwt,
This increased with the distance, but

to plant, in

both can and bulk

the
same
Nevertheless,
table shows 20c per cwt. as the most
common rate charged by can truck-

assembly.

not in proportion to distance, up to
50 cents per cwt. for 50 miles and
over. (The average rate per cwt. is

ers,

and 15c per cwt. as the most
charge by tank truckers.

common

1
For both tank and can trucking, the rates in the comparison omit any supplementary payments to the trucker by the dealer.
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Table 32. Three State 1 Local Can and Tank Pickup Rates,
Showing Distances from Farms to Plants and Numbers of Farms
at Each Distance

Can Haul
Approximate Mileage
Charge

Y

50 "

40 -

5

o
ec

30 -

LJ
CL

TANK TRUCK

V)
UJ
I-

<
<r
x.

o
z>
ec

20

Yc

- 14.6

.64 X

Y T "15.6 +.44 X

10
10

1_

_L

_|_

I

20

30

40

50

MILEAGE
5.
Average truck rates per cwt. for hauling milk in cans and in
tank trucks by length of haul in Maine, New Hampshire,
and Vermont, 1955-56.

Figure

movement, when

this

rail

and truck

truck

transportation are both available, the
familiar rail-versus-truck rate pattern

appears:
the

tance,

with

trucks'

gives

railroad advantage. The
data show that, for distances over 100 miles, the rail tank
car rate for a minimum of 2,000
gallons was less than the tank truck

way

to

a

motor

available

rate

New England
20,

Joint Tariff

M

No.

this

9,

1

In

the

interstate

(as of other agri-

had issued
1953, and
stated in 1956 that the tariff was still
in use without change. At that time,

range, the rail rates on milk in cans
were generally less than the tank
1

carrier.

particular motor carrier
a tariff as of March 1,

126 and 226 miles were about equal

March

the

commodities), no governmental body controls the rates, and
there is no governmental requirement that the rates be published. This

cans, the rates for distances between

Beyond

of

cultural

with a 3,000-gallon minimum.
rail movement of 40-quart

to the tank truck rates.

comparison

trucking of milk

the

In

A

The rail rates shown were in effect
on March 20, 1957. The tank truck
rates were those of a large for-hire

dis-

increasing

advantage

rates.

rates is given in Figure 6.

the carrier ceased to

Milk and Cream,

make

for railroads;

its

rates

rates effective

1957.

Local Motor Freight Tariff of the Dairy Transport Company (a motor carrier).
Somerville, Mass.; rates effective March 1, 1953, and stated by carrier to be still
in

effect

in

1956.
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public,

and there may or may not

small rate changes by the trucking
firm would not have changed the
general nature of the rate relation-

have been some change in its milk
haulage rates by March 20, 1957, the
date of the rail rates used here. Any

ship

shown

in

Figure

TANK

6.

TRUCK

60

S

50

til

40

^RAIL

TANK CAR

10

DISTANCES (MILES)

Figure

6.

Typical rates per ewt. of milk for hauls up to 400 miles by tank
truck and by rail in New England, 1956-57.

Can Transportation Coets and Rates Be Reduced?

XI.

Costs and Profits on Can
Assembly Routes

1.

enable

efficient
le?s
operators to
equal the net returns of low cost op-

erators.

The adoption

of tank truck assembly can be justified if the total transportation and handling costs on and
off the farms can be reduced.
The variation between routes, between trucks, and between drivers results

in

From 14 can assembly routes, data
were obtained on costs and revenue
for one year. From this information,
Table 33 has been constructed. The
data

are

Appendix

variations in costs of oper-

shown
I,

in

more

detail

in

Tables 42 and 43.

Table 33 shows an average daily

Rates will vary between disor regions as competition for
truck services varies. Low cost truck
ation.

load of 83.7 cwt.. trucked from farm

tricts

plant at a cost of 26 cents per
cwt. for a 122-mile average length of
route, measured from the plant to
the successive farms and back to the
to

operators will net greater returns
than higher cost operations if the
same rate is charged by both. There
may be instances when higher rates

plant.
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On

half the routes, the cost

was

below 2cc per cwt. on half, above
that. This refers to the costs incur;

red
rates

—

by the trucker
charged by him

to

the

and

in-

own estimated

cludes

the

amount

for wages if he was an ownerThe revenue minus the cost

driver.

trucker's

not

shows an average

profit of 8.9c per

and an average
$7.44 per route per day,
apart from any supplementary payments by dealers to truckers. This
"profit" includes the return on in-

cwt. of milk carried
profit

of

vestment.

Each truck served 2 routes,
covering each route every other day.
as
From these data, Table 34
well as the more detailed Table 44,
has been conin
Appendix I
structed; Tables 33 and 34 provide a
cost comparison of can trucks and
tank trucks. The average daily load
for tank trucks was 135.6 cwt., with
routes.

114 miles as the average length of
route from the plant to the farms and
back to the plant - - the correspondroutes in
ing figures for the can
Table 33 being, as noted above, 83.7

and 122 miles. The average cost
was
per cwt. on the tank truck routes
21c. Subtraction of the cost from the
revenue reveals an average profit of
cwt.

2.

Costs and Profits on

Tank

Truck Assembly Routes
and revenue
in cost
were also apparent for tank assembly
routes. Cost data were obtained for
6 tank trucks covering 12 assembly
Variations

5.8c per cwt., which is 3.1c less per
cwt. than that shown by can assem-

bly truckers.

The average

Table 33. Average Cost and Profit:
Fourteen Trucks Assembling Milk in Cans 1

profit per

—

truck per day was $7.87
only 43c more than for the considerably less expensive vehicles which

tank

assembled milk

The

in cans.

can

between

difference

tank trucks, as to

and

how much

profit
affected

is unavoidably
an unknown extent by the supplementary payments from dealers to
truckers. The revenue figures in this
study, and hence the profit figures,
omit any supplementary payments by
dealers to truckers. But the 5c difference in milk assembly costs per cwt.,
as between can and tank trucks, is

they yielded,
to

not affected by this unknown factor
and can be the basis for a continued
in
the
rates
difference
trucking
charged for the 2 modes of assembly.

3.

Continued Lower Rates
Tank Assembly
The lower rates per cwt. for milk
for

assembled

in

bulk as compared to

Even

if

the

area

is

given a gross-income guarantee to
truckers in order to avoid one type
a
of breakdown in milk supply

—

breakdown

for lack of transportation
- so also it is
likely that some deal-

will be willing to give such
guarantees to tank truckers even after
the transition phase is passed.
However, at that time the rates
charged by truckers are likely to be
a function of their costs and of the

ers

competition for their services. The
investment in a tank truck means investment in a more specialized piece
of equipment than the truck used for

can pick up. This

number

in

increases

—

stemmed

solely

if

this

rate

from

advantage

the

dealers'

supplementary payments to truckers.

reduce the
milk assembly, which could in turn reduce competition between them and improve
route organization. Their ability to
charge higher rates would be improved. Nevertheless, tank truck rates
of truckers

Table 34. Average Cost and Profit:
Tank Trucks Used in Milk Assembly 1

Six

ar-

when conversion

Chapter X, would
probably disappear on most routes
as the supply of milk in farm tanks

above

of

in any given
complete. Just as some dealers who receive milk in cans have
ers,

the rates on milk assembled in cans,

noted

number

greater

rangements for such payments to
truckers proves to have been used
only during the transition to bulk
assembly, there will probably continue to be some arrangements of this
sort, between dealers and tank truck-

may
in

health

below can truck rates can be conif costs were minimized by a
reduced number of calls at individual
farms and by improved types of tank

For the tank

some

transportation rates would be to elim-

Because tank trucks had only recently been introduced into the New
England farm assembly of milk, the
problem of breakdowns and replacements had not yet generally been
faced when this study was made. The

(a)

travelled.

it;

transportation cost per cwt. of milk,
below what it would be in tank

costs per cwt.

trucking on a daily pick-up basis.
savings in costs brought about
by every-other-day or 3-times-perweek pick-up can be passed on to the
producer in the form of a reduced

necessitates the greatest possible use
of capacity with as low a mileage as

be

disconnecting

The reevery-other-day.
pick-up
duction in calls to each farm by a
trucker reduces the trucker's total

Reduce

Assembly Costs

to

later

er's own time and in terms of an expensive vehicle which sits idle for that
period of time. These tasks are performed twice as frequently under
every-day pick-up as they are with

The price of replacements by
types and models will eventually
influence the rate structure.

is

and

—

new

way

are

there

flushing out the emptied farm tank
these are sources of
with water
overhead costs in terms of the truck-

cost.

possible

trucker,

tasks

tank

provision of substitute trucks in case
of breakdown will be an additional

To reduce assembly

particular

ing a sample for butterfat testing at
the plant; taking the sample; connecting the tank-truck hose to the farm

tank.

Ways

the

amount of time regardless of the
volume of milk he picks up at that
farm. Driving from the highway to
the milk room and back; agitating
the milk in the farm tank before tak-

inate one of the incentives for producers to invest in a farm bulk milk

to

in

performed on each trip to
a given farm which take the same

trucks with higher pay loads, and if
monopolistic action by truckers is not
practiced. To eliminate reductions in

4.

regulations

State.

tinued

Any

One such

by every-other-day pick-up.

E very-other-pay Pickup

rate.

This reduction

in

rates

is

at

upon the
partly contingent
trucker's increasing the total num-

least

The can truck calls at the farm
each day to pick up milk. The cost
of this service is paid by the producer at an agreed rate per cwt. of
milk. Milk in cans immersed in a
water cooler will not maintain its
quality for any great length of time
and most sanitation laws require that
it be delivered and processed every
day. When milk is stored in a bulk
tank, however, the prompt reduction
of the temperature enables the milk
to be kept safely for several days.
Therefore, it is not necessary for the
dealer to pick up the milk every day.
The length of time the milk can be
kept in the farm tank depends on the
size of the tank and the milk production of the farmer as well as the

ber of producers he calls on in order
For
fully to utilize the tank truck.
a tank-trucker to use daily pick-up,
as sometimes happens, is to miss an

opportunity for a cost advantage inherent in bulk assembly.
It is likely that, with every-other-

day pick-up, a greater number of producers can be served by one truck.
This would spread the fixed costs of
the truck.

(b)

Reduced Mileage for Same

Amount

of

Milk

The

cost per cwt. of milk hauled
can be reduced if the distance which

the milk
37

is

hauled can be reduced.

This

require reorganization of
is
possible when everyother-day pick-up is introduced. For
example, two trucks hauling cans

Comparison of Costs of
Trucks with Can Truck

5.

may

or

routes

Costs after Transition

Period

show

a reduction in cost per cwt. of
milk hauled from 30 cents to 20 cents
when the mileage is reduced from 100

In order to estimate the probable
reductions from tank truck
assembly, budgets or models were calculated for 5 tank trucks and 5 can
cost

50 miles. The cost per cwt. for
19.000 pounds gross ve-

to

a truck of

assembly trucks. The data included in

hicle weight carrying 8.600 lbs. per
trip is reduced from 28 cents to 19

these budgets were adjusted to apply
to uniform daily mileages of 50 and
100, and are based on the data ob-

cents as the mileage is reduced from
100 to 50 miles. (Table 35, Trucks

from actual operations in
Northern New England, including the
figures set out in Tables 42, 43, and
tained

2a and 2b.)

Adequate Size of Farm

Aii

(c)

44, in

Tank Necessary

travelled,

apparent that if the production of milk on farms served by a
It

is

I

milk

carried), or longer hours of
work, or a longer distance traveled,
or some combination of these factors.

A

Table 36 shows the costs for 5 typiand load combinations.

handle production during

cal tank-truck

or

The average cost per cwt. varied
from 17 cents to 21 cents. Carrying

no
problem to the trucker. In cases
where the farm tank cannot hold two

a capacity load of milk, twice a day,

gave Truck No. 3 the lowest cost

or three days' milkings during flush
production periods, then the trucker

must

call

more frequently

if

per cwt.

A

he wants

in

the

size

of

herd

comparison

of

truck assembly costs

the farm's total production. Misjudgment of farm tank size or subsequent

increases

miles

from 19 cents to 30 cents.
Each of the high-cost routes was
marked by a smaller pay-load less

June, production is frequently considerably above that in November.
farmer who owns a farm tank big
flush periods for every-other-day
three times a week pick-up, poses

costs,

and weight carried for 5

varied

vary equally. During periods of
a seasonal flush such as May and

will

to

I.

typical can truck routes.
The haulage cost per cwt. of milk

given truck varies during the year,
the load to be carried by the trucker

enough

Appendix

Table 35 shows the

can with tank
is

possible from

budget data. For 3 trucks of
comparable size, Table 37 shows cost
and load data extracted from Tables
35 and 36. For the same load but
the

may

create this condition. The transportation cost advantage possible from

frequent visits is lost. It should
be emphasized that the opportunity
for reduced transportation costs
resultand hence reduced rates
ing from fewer trips can be lost by

half the distance travelled, the tank
truck (Example II) would cost 7

less

—

relation to

inadequate planning of production in
farm tank size and vice

cents per cwt. less than the can
truck (Example I). This is assumed
to represent every-other-day pick-up
by the tank truck instead of every
day pick-up by the can truck. Fifty

versa.

percent

—
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is

the

maximum

mileage sav-

Table 35.

Truck No.

Cost Budgets for One Year for Various Sizes
of Can Trucks and Loads 1

Table 36.

Truck No.

Cost Budgets for One Year for Various Sizes
of Tank Trucks and Loads 1

ing possible per day through everyother-day pick-up; but, with most
road patterns in the region studied,
the route mileage reduction per day,
resulting from every-other-day operations, might be as little as 35 or

40 percent. Regardless of whether the
route-mileage per day is shortened
by 50 percent or by 35 percent, the
is
that the saving
type which is contingent on using every-other-day pickup (or even less frequent pick-up).
If now the load carried and the
distance travelled by the tank truck
were doubled, as could be the case if
the number of producers served is
doubled and the truck thus makes two
trips per day in place of one. the
cost can be reduced from 21 cents

important

shown

is

fact

of

a

17 cents per cwt. This situation
is set out in Example III. It assumes
that the wage bill would be doubled,
to

and makes no assumption as to
whether the added hours of work
would be put in by the same driver
or by a second one. The economy
derived from fuller utilization of the

Table 37.

Example No.

truck stems from the fact that about
$2,200 of the tank truck's yearly expenses are fixed.
There are some comparisons between vehicles in Table 35 and vehicles in Table 36 which would be
unlike the
misleading because
comparisons set out in Table 37

—

would not involve practices
which were alternatives to each other.
For example. Truck No. 2b in Table
35 (a vehicle hauling cans) and
Trucks 1 and 2 in Table 36 (tank
trucks) all traveled 50 miles per dav.
Each of these three vehicles assembled 86 cwt. per day. The cost per
cwt. was closely similar for the three
they

vehicles,
slightly

two.

The

but

with

the

can

truck

costly than the other
cost per cwt. amounted to

less

19c for the can truck, 20c and 21c
respectively for the two tank trucks.
The two tank trucks seem, at first
glance, to have been making an unimpressive showing.
However, they were already using
desevery-other-dav pick-up and
they had to travel the
pite that

—

—

Comparison of Can and Tank Truck Costs per Cwt. of Milk 1

to assemble
86 cwt. of milk, as did the can truck.
This means that the dairy farms
served by these two tank trucks were

same distance per day,

than those served by
the can truck. In that sense, the can
truck had a more favorable route than
did these particular tank trucks.
Hence, it would not be valid to make
farther

a direct
tion

apart

comparison on the assump-

that

the

were alike for

operating
all

conditions

three trucks.

The

only valid comparison would be to
say that, by using every-other-day
pick-up, these two tank trucks had
costs per cwt. almost as low as did

can truck, despite the relatively
unfavorable routes of the tank trucks.
The can truck, of course, used

this

every-day pick-up.

route
to

it

will have conditions peculiar
which will govern the break-

even point.

The

method

of

computing

the

break-even point is illustrated in
Table 38. There, the tank trucks and
mileages are those covered by Table
36, and
simply as one example
•

out of

many

assumed

that

—

possible rates
the rate which

it

is

the

trucker is considering is $0.25 per
cwt. In order to break-even, the operator of Truck No. 1 would need

have a daily pay-load averaging
79 percent of the truck's capacity.
The operator of Truck No. 3 would
need to have a daily pay-load averaging 137 percent of the truck's cawhich would be possible
pacity
if the vehicle served two routes per
to

day.
If the

The Break-even Point

6.

trucker does attemot to oper-

any given rate, such as $0.25
consistentper cwt., and finds that he
below his breakly has a pay-load
even point (computed in Table 38),
ate at

Most truckers

minimum

will

want

to

know

capacity at which they
can operate at given rates. This particular pay load will depend on the
cost of running the truck and the
rates which can be charged for the
job. Therefore, each truck and each
the

he then needs to serve more prounless
ducers or to raise his rates

—

the dealer will

make up

the trucker's

deficit.

Table 38. Minimum Capacity Use of Tank Truck to Break-Even
at a Rate of $0.25 per Cwt., with Various Trucks and Mileages

Problems

XII.

Incentives to

1.

In

Maine,

Vermont

—

of Transition to

cedures has been used in Northern

Change

New Hampshire, and

a region

farms are scarce

New England by

co-operatives
proprietary dealers or both.

change

to

—

-

trucker's investment in a tank truck
are essential to the dealer's change-

over to the receiving of milk in bulk.
But the producer's and trucker's decisions to invest in this costly equipment are, as noted earlier, results of
a dealer's decision. This may come

about because the dealer is aware of
such a system's economies to himself. Or it may be that, when one
dealer has taken the lead in conversion and thus starts a new competitive effort at getting the more satisfactory producers and more favorable routes, other dealers will need
to convert, regardless of their pre-

vious views on the matter. The latter
dealers then, in turn, provide the
producers and truckers with incen-

of the

dealer

reduced transportation charges, must
be absorbed in the farm expenses.
A farmer with heavy indebtedness

due to previous capital or machinery

may face difficulties of obas
taining the necessary credit just
would farmers with poor credit standpurchases

ing

initiative

may

take

of the

in

already finding
necessary to refinance their entire
farm under one package deal in order
to change to bulk assembly.

it

Farm Plans

3.

the purchase

farm tank. For example,

of the operator must be
before additional investment is made. His age and the lack
of family or other labor may encourage the adoption of labor saving
such as the farm tank, or

The plans

deal-

reviewed

co-sign notes for tank purchases and guarantee transfer of the
notes in case the tank is sold. Dealers
may organize quantity purchases of

ers

community. These probe left behind in the

Some producers were

forms,

assistance

the

may

transition to bulk assembly either because they are unable to obtain additional credit or for other reasons.

farm economies or convenience from
conversion. Milk dealers may offer
financial

in

ducers

apart from
the negative one of eventually refusing to receive milk in cans. An effort
is made to convince producers of the
positive

Farm Tank

Producers, however, are still faced
with the basic problem of financing
the farm bulk milk tank. This can
be done through the local bank, or
the Production Credit Association or
through a finance company as provided by the equipment dealer. The
payments may then be deducted from
his milk check or by whatever arrangement is convenient. The cost,
less any savings to the farmer through

tives for change.

This

Financing the Purchase

2.

bulk

assembly of milk. The producer's investment in a farm storage tank and
the
commonly in this region

several

or

where

big dairy
— milk dealers
take

the initiative in the

Tank Truck Assembly

may

tanks at a discount rate. Milk dealers
may guarantee a return to truckers

equipment

the initial cost

so that a reduced transportation rate
can be offered to producers. Dealers

tire

may

force

from production

if

him
this

to reis

his

only alternative.

There

offer quality premium payments
for milk held in farm tanks over milk
received in cans. Each of these pro-

may

may

be necessary alterations

or relocation of the milk house.
The yard or the farm lane may have

to

43

to

be drained and gravelled. In addicertain herd management decisions must be made. Does the farm
tank presuppose a herd expansion?
If so, what does this mean in terms
of housing, additional pasture, feed

dealers, there are

many

tion,

who must

decide

and

bly.

seasonality

of

production?

Is

later

other dealers

whether to

change. The initial phase of changeover will not give dealers the full
benefit they expect from a complete
conversion of the plant to tank assem-

They must be prepared,

at least

land available for expansion? A variation in production through the year
means a variation in the use of the
farm tank and in income. Some in-

for a time, to carry the financial load
of premium payments to producers

to reduced seasonality
be offered by a farm tank.

may

few plants in the region studied had
yet been able to convert 100 percent
to tank assembly; and a plant receiving milk both in bulk and in cans
does not show the full saving on

The widespread adoption of tank
assembly in a community may have
an indirect effect on the tax load. A

labor and equipment likely from the
elimination of can handling.

reduction in the number of producers
paying taxes on their farm assets or
any additional expenses for road im-

et

provement and bridges consequent on

dealers providing more services or a
higher milk price. Larger producers
may favor dealers with tank assem-

ducement

Community Plans

4.

for bulk milk or supplementary payments to tank truckers, or both. Also,

Nearness of producers

may

contribute

to the

mark-

to

maintaining
competition between dealers for milk
supplies. Producers will favor those

the use of tank trucks may increase
the tax load of producers who stay
in production. This forecast will be

These
facilities.
competitive
bly
forces will influence the decision of
dealers. In addition they must at-

conditional on the extent to which
other industrial or employment ac-

develop in the community.
closing of a receiving plant or
depot in a community would likely

tivities

tempt to assess the potential savings

The

in

the local plant operation. What
labor can be reduced? What operating costs can be eliminated? The

have tax and income repercussions
which would require some reorgan-

cooling of milk in the farm tank instead of at the plant is one fairly
obvious means of reducing plant op-

ization or local budgets.
The success of complete conversion
to tank trucks will depend on the

erating costs.

degree of community participation
and cooperation. It may well reduce
the

number

who can

of dealers

in business. It

may

On

the other hand there are dealwith can assembly who are so
located that they do not worry about
losing their producers to dealers with
tank assembly because they have a
preferred local market for their milk
and can pay higher prices. The producer-dealer relationship is satisfac-

reduce the num-

truckers needed

ers

well as
conthe number of producers.
certed effort with the assistance of
county agents and the extension service can provide plans to reduce the

ber

of

as

A

financial

and

social

Exceptions to Change

6.

stay

impact during

the transition phase.

and there is no incentive to
change over from cans to farm tanks.
Dealers may not handle enough milk

tory

Increased Dealer

5.

Responsibilities

While the
over

may

initiative

justify investment in a holding
tank or to guarantee an income to a
tank truck driver. Small producers

to

for

changecome from one or a few
44

and small dealers

down

slow

assembly

the

within

in local areas will

transition

bulk

to

any milkshed. To

this extent the total possible gains in
the milkshed are reduced, but until

the

competitive

position

of

these

and producers changes by
the action of other dealers or by a

dealers

shift in local pricing techniques then
change to bulk assembly will be de-

layed.

other products on their trucks. The
of tank trucks to
carry the greatest quantity of milk
for the least distance presupposes
that such trucks are in use tor the
lull work day. Milk assembly by tank
efficient utilization

truck with

its

increased responsibili-

Hauling milk
would disappear as a supplementary
source of income for local ownerdrivers of trucks and as a means for

ties is a full-time job.

dairy farmers to hold

Effects

7.

The

on Trucking
of

bulk

milk

assembly in a milkshed. there will
be basic changes in the structure of
the transportation industry.
The displacement of trucks

for

carrying cans by specialized milk
tank trucks poses a financing problem to the trucker. The general
tendency in the past for milk truckers
to be independent operators suggests
that some attempt will be made by

are

there

pattern.

need

provide some guarantee of
earnings as an inducement

trucker to retain the truck

from additional work

tee derived

for

the trucker in the plant or on interplant hauls.

9.

Greater Dealer Controls

There will be cases when the dealer
must own the truck and hire the
particularly if the earnings
are not attractive enough because of
location and size of producers. However, even without outright dealer
ownership of the truck the dealertrucker relationships will change fundriver,

Specialized

not be full-time truckers. There

number of
who haul

to

This
responsibilities.
ownership
agreement may be a formal contract,
which heretofore has been non-existent, or it may be an income guaran-

As noted above, truckers of milk
in cans from farms to dealers may or

farmers

tank

is

for the

Milk Trucking More

a

a

alternative

minimum

Certainly

numerous

sidered.

are

of

portunity for readily shifting out of
milk trucking altogether. He becomes
more closely tied to a single source
of livelihood so long as he retains
his tank truck. Hence dealers may

go on working in a comparatively independent way rather than to become
employees. At the same time, many
milk dealers prefer not to have to
concern themselves with transportation
problems. There are certain
characteristics of can and tank trucking, however, which must be con-

may

lack

expenses.

plementary income from an investment in a single truck by trucking
other commodities but also his op-

self-employed
truckers who, like various other small
a
have
businessmen,
strong desire to

8.

its

of

closely

truckers and dealers to retain

ownership

down

purchase

a major investment tied in
with potential income from
hauling milk. The trucker loses not
only the opportunity to obtain supuses,

With the adoption

this

with

truck,

Industry

many

initial

from what they have
been. Efficient operation means a continual reorganization of routes to
damentally

self-truckers, i.e.,
their own milk to

the dealer to save on transportation.
There are many truck owners who

meet
This

have other jobs such as mailman, or
driver of the school bus, or who haul

changing
will

rection
45

supply
require some

and

control.

conditions.
central

di-

The tank trucker

must be trained

to

bilities for rejection
milk at the farm.

employee of the dealer. The close relationship between savings from tank
truck assembly and the efficient operation of trucks and truck routes

assume responsior acceptance of

He becomes

a

public relations man for the dealer,
and in many other respects has closer
dealer

ties

means

which make him com-

parable to an employee even when
he continues to own the truck which
he operates. From the dealer's standpoint, he becomes more dependent
on the tank trucker for both his

pend on
tween

the future competition beand the ability of

truckers

1
dealers to obtain adequate service.
bulk
of
the
adoption
Certainly

supply and the quality of his supply.
In all, the dealer will have more control over the trucking operation than
has been true in the past, regardless
of whether the trucker becomes an

XIII.

that a close coordination be-

tween trucker and dealer is not only
essential but may lead to more dealer
ownership of trucks. This will de-

assembly of milk increases the reand importance of trans-

sponsibility

portation to the dairy industry.

Sources of Savings and Added Costs in

Bulk Assembly
1.

Can versus Bulk Handling
on the Farm
From the available data, it is im-

terms of a net saving or a net
in his expenses is an important factor which would have to
be included in any comprehensive
in

increase

possible to itemize the total dollar
costs and potential savings to the
dairy industry of Maine, New Hampshire,

measure
nificance

of the dollars-and-cents sigof this method of assem-

is a new technology
dairy farms are not
is wanted more by the dealers
big
than by the farmers; but if the
dealers are to adopt the new tech-

bling milk. Here

and Vermont stemming from

which

complete or partial transition to
the bulk assembly of milk.
In this study, an attempt was made
at getting data from producers with

—

a

— where

to the

farm tanks as to the monthly savings
farmer resulting from his having the tank, but the producers were
not able to answer this question well

nology, a substantial capital outlay
is needed on the farm. To determine
the impact of bulk assembly on the

enough. What the shift to bulk
assembly means to the dairy farmer

farm costs are needed, under conditions of both bulk and can assembly.

1 Dealers can be
expected
problem involved in having

to

dairy farmer, detailed studies of on-

avoid as long as possible the additional

their

own assembly
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trucks.

management

Some

studies

been

made

sheds.

1

in

There were 90 such receiving
Vermont, New
Hampshire, and Maine at the time
of this study. At least 14 of these
stations had supplementary facilities

along that line have
various other milk

truck.

stations or depots in

Can versus Tank Trucking

2.

for manufacturing or local retail
Therefore
market
responsibilities.
there were perhaps 76 depots which

The

cost of moving milk from
farms to a transfer station 2 or directly to the processing plant should
be reduced by savings associated
with a tank truck operation. As noted

could eventually be closed, provided
adequate transfer facilities from local
assembly trucks to long-haul trucks
or to rail cars were provided. The

Chapter XI, these possible savings
be as much as 7 to 11 cents per
cwt. (Table 37) if pick-up is not
in

may

will

every-day
every-other-day (or
even more frequent
this
Against
saving on transportation, some possible added expense
must be offset. Notably, if bulk
assembly will cause the dealer to
exercise closer control over truckers
(with or without their becoming his
)

.

to the processors from the
farm or be transferred to over-theroad tank trucks or to rail tank cars

for continuance of the

this supervision will itinvolve an expense to the dealer.
But closer control of truckers bv
the dealer
even if undertaken

cwt. 3

Eliminating the traditional type of
receiving station would not mean a
net saving of this 25 cents per cwt.
On the longer hauls to the processing plants, the comparatively small

chiefly to maintain the quality of the
milk, to maintain good relations with

—

could lead
producers, and so on
to a more efficient organization of
assembly routes. For example, some
cross-hauling could be eliminated.

tank trucks used in assembly of milk
from farms are now regarded, and
would probably still be regarded, as
not sufficiently economical to be used

Country Receiving Stations
versus Transfer Facilities

try

by

to

ing depots in the area here studied
has been estimated at 25 cents per

—

is

movement

the dealer's processing plant. The cost
of handling milk in country receiv-

self

Milk

be

directly

employees),

3.

of

country receiving plants
one source of reduced expenses for the dealers. The milk will
be handled less and will either move

closing

but

for the whole trip from farm to processing plant. If milk will continue
to be assembled in these relatively
small trucks and then transferred to

hauled from farms to coun-

receiving plants for reshipment
tank car or in a large tank

rail

1
See "Bulk Handling of Wisconsin Milk, Farm to Plant," by Arthur H. Miller,
Research Bulletin 192. University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis.. February 1956, pages
"Marketing Milk by the Bulk Tank Method," by Jerry H. Padgett, Circular
N. S. 5, College Experiment Station, College of Agriculture, University of Georgia,
Athens, Ga.. June 1956, pages 21-23; "Questions and Answers about Bulk Milk
Tanks," by Willis W. Marshall, Jr., and Joseph H. Yeager, Circular No. 120, Agricultural Experiment Station, Alabama Polytechnic Institute, Auburn. Ala., June 1957,
pages 9-11, 22-23: "How Bulk Assembly Changes Milk Marketing Costs," by Donald
B. Agnew, Marketing Research Report No. 190, Agricultural Marketing Service, U. S.
Department of Agriculture, Washington 25, D. C. July 1957, pages 36-46; "Economics
of Bulk Milk Handling," by Sidney Ishee and W. L. Barr, Bulletin 631, Agricultural
Experiment Station, College of Agriculture, Pennsylvania State Universitv, Universi-

4-13;

Park, Pa., March 1958.
"Transfer stations" are discussed in Section 3 of this chapter.
3
"Pricing Class II Milk in the Boston Market, A Report of the Boston Class II
Price Committee," February 1951
prepared for the Federal Milk Market Administrator, Greater Boston Marketing Area.

ty

2

;
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larger trucks or to rail tank cars for
completion of the trip, this will mean
that

—

with the elimination of the

type of country receivsome other type of
ing station
transfer facility will be needed. Pertraditional

—

haps this will be less expensive than
a country receiving station; but the
cost of handling milk at such a facility will need to be offset against
the saving of 25c per cwt. noted

receiving station, the dealer will need
to replace that form of contact
perhaps through the personnel of the
transfer facilities or perhaps through
the tank trucker on the assembly
route, regardless of whether the latter man becomes an employee of the

—

dealer or is a self-employed trucker
who, in the contact work, is an agent
of the dealer.

Testing of milk for bacteria count

and for butterfat content has been a
part of the service performed by the

above.

The size of investment and the
conditions for the transfer of milk
at this transfer facility will

depend

country receiving station. Eliminating the country receiving station does
not eliminate the testing but merely
shifts its location, whether to a new

in

part on health regulations prescribed
by various governments. The facility
would probably include a hot water

type of transfer facility or to
processing plant or elsewhere.

supply for cleaning the tank of the
assembly truck, plus a receiving
ramp under a roof. A holding tank
not one large
might be needed
enough to hold, all at one time, the
entire supply of milk which passes
through the facility in one day, but
a tank large enough to avoid having

4.

—

—

or be delayed by an over-the-road
truck or a rail car, since in and out

stead of arriving in cans. To name
one factor involved: the washing of

movements can never be synchronFurthermore, until a
satisfactory metering device for milk
can be developed, a man to suoervise the milk transfer station might
be needed. Having such a man spend
part of his day in field work ("conor in
tact work" with producers)
the testing of milk for bacteria count
and butterfat content could help to
ized perfectly.

cans is more costly than washing a
tank on a truck. Another example of
the difference is in the amount of
labor involved in emptying cans or
a mainly handin emptying a tank
labor operation versus the use of a

—

power-driven pump.
Even when all milk pick-up at the
farm was in cans, milk moving from

keep down the operating cost of the

a country receiving station to a processing plant was in bulk. Only the
milk which moved directly from the
comparatively nearby farms to the

transfer facility.

Hitherto, the country receiving stations have been a means of contact

plant reached the latter
In any estimate of total
savings from bulk assembly, the saving from eliminating the country receiving plants should, of course, be
applied only to the volume of milk
which has moved through those

between the dealer and his producers,
having field
men who visit dairy farms to keep an
eye on sanitation, maintain satis-

processing
in

in addition to the dealer's

factory relations with the producers,
and so on. A contact is needed by the
dealer if an adequate supply of satisfactory

milk

is

Receiving Milk in Cans
or in Bulk at Plants

At the plant where milk is received by the dealer from the assemas noted above
bly trucks, there is
- a
saving of a substantial percentage of the cost of the receiving operation if the milk arrives in bulk in-

several assembly trucks either delay

cans.

and the saving from receiving milk in bulk should be applied

to be maintained.

With the elimination

the

plants;

of the country
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only to the volume which has moved
from farms to processing

if

The

Indirect Financial
Effects

it

Another
that, to

new technology

relief

is

gives

from the drudgery

—

the

the smallest dairy farms, it probably
reduce somewhat the unit cost

will

of milk transportation, in as much as
the tank truck will then make fewer

know

—

that

a

tank

would ease

his

back.

stops in assembling a load. Whether
this impact will be. on the whole, a
good or bad thing is not a dollars-

In this study, the focus was meant
on the transportation aspect of

to be

bulk assembly. Viewed as transporbulk assembly showed its
tation,
efficiency in the analysis undertaken
in this bulletin. But the other aspects
of bulk assembly must not be lost

and-cents question.

Factors bevond Dollars
and Cents

Indeed, a comprehensive look at
bulk assembly would be incomplete

XIV.

welcome

factor

a dairy farmer with a

of handling cans, especially if
he
having installed a bulk tank
then makes the further change of installing pipeline milking. A 40-quart
can. filled with milk, weighs about
100 pounds. To a farmer who handles
the cans himself, it may be less important to estimate what use he
could make of the time he would save
by not carrying cans, than it is to

extent that bulk assembly thus contributes toward eliminating some of

6.

non-financial

many

bulk tank, this
a

that, among the farmers
using cans, the smaller ones were
the likeliest to say that a need for
converting or leaving the dairv busi-

To

But

of this study
beneficial or other

appraise the
bulk assembly on the quality
of milk.

still

latter.

attention.

effect of

observed

would mean the

is

to

after complete conassembly as it had

version to bulk
before conversion began. As noted
above, there are dairy farmers who,
faced with the need for converting
or going out of business, have simply gone out of business Also in the
course of the study it was generally

ness

good deal of
beyond the scope

receives a

should not be assumed that the
region studied would have about the
It

same dairy farms

were solely in terms of dollars
cents. At a time when milk

dealers are putting a heavy emphasis
on the quality of the milk they buy,
the effect of bulk assembly on quality

plants.

5.

it

and

directly

from

sight.

Summary
in Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont were producing less than 1000

1. This study is based on interviews with 120 milk plant managers.
332 truckers and 1650 milk producers in Maine, New Hampshire
and Vermont during 1955 and 1956.
This was a representative sample of

per day during their peak production months. Of all farms, shipping in cans, over four-fifths had
herds of fewer than 40 cows; for
lbs.

farms shipping by tank, a somewhat smaller proportion had herds
below 40 cows. The farms discussed
in this study, therefore, were pre-

the dairy industry in the three state
region, by size and location of plants.
2. An
estimated 80 percent of
farms shipping their milk in cans,

dominantly
49

in this size

group.

3.

About

a third of the farms us-

ing cans planned herd expansion, as
compared with fifty percent of farms

Of

such producers'
plans for increases, over four-fifths
were for additions of 1 to 9 cows.
This appears to be a realistic estimate because, of those farms already
using bulk tanks, thirty percent had
increased their herd size and, of those
with tanks.

increases,
to 4 cows

all

sixty-one percent were 1
and twenty-six percent were

5 to 9 cows.
4.

Reasons given for planned herd

increases by producers shipping milk
in cans were to make greater use of
existing buildings, to

income

from
and to

increase farm

herd

improvement

increase production.
In one tenth of the cases, herd increase plans were specifically aimed
at the future purchase of a farm

plans,

bulk milk tank.
5.

The major reason

bulk tank purchase, was estimated at
less than $350 for 27 percent of the
farms, between $350 and $749 for
37 percent, and $750 or more for
36 percent of the farms. The experience of producers who had actually
changed to a farm bulk milk tank

was better than this. Sixty-three per
cent of the farms required additional
costs of less than $350. For 37 per
cent, the figure was $350 or more.
of the farm bulk
8. Two-thirds
milk tanks purchased in Maine, New

Hampshire and Vermont were direct
expansion type. The preference for
this type will depend on local electric

power

cooler
for producers'

policies,

as

are

more evenly

distributed

through the day.
9. The most frequent methods of
financing farm bulk milk tanks were
through local banks and the Produc-

Credit Association. The milk
dealer frequently co-signed the purchase note at the bank and the intertion

rate was generally 6 percent on
the unpaid balance.

capacity.

est

cans
were
Producers
using
asked what they would do if their
present milk dealer changed to bulk
6.

10.

means

percent
Forty-five
assembly.
they would change to a dealer willin cans.
their
milk
to
accept
ing
Fourteen percent would go out of
business. The remaining 41 percent
would install a farm bulk milk tank.
These reactions presumed that other

would be willing to accept
milk in cans or that there
would be alternative employment opportunities. Therefore, these proposed
actions are subject to change.
dealers
their

farmers

still

the
expected
assembly,
changeover, exclusive of

using
cost

the

Unused capacity

of tank trucks

higher cost per cwt. for
milk transported than if the tank
were full. The seasonal variation in
production was greater for producers
shipping in cans than for farm tank
users. There was insufficient evidence
that the use of a farm bulk milk
tank had encouraged more even production, but the difficultv of a trucker
in hauling a full load will be in-

said

By

and

ments for the direct expansion type
of farm bulk milk tanks are greatest
during milking, whereas the power
needs for the ice bank type of bulk

planning no increases in herd size
was labor limitations such as shortage of hired help, age and health of
the operator, and time required for
off-farm work. Other reasons were
that farm acreage was too small and
that existing buildings were used to

7.

service rates

well as on the individual preference
of the producer. The power require-

a

creased as the production of producers on his route varies from month
to month. In addition, variations in
milk sales will increase a producer's

can

difficulty of

of

farm

a
50

meeting the payments on

new farm bulk milk

tank.

11. The change from cans to bulk
assembly creates operating problems
for farmer cooperatives no different

from those for proprietary dealers,
once the decision to change has been
made. The decision-making process
for farmer cooperatives may be somewhat lengthier than for proprietary

case

investment in a tank truck

costs, and, in some instances, a dealer
policy of helping to pay the tank
trucker for hauling milk, partly for
the purpose of inducing producers to

to

obstacle mentioned by

dealers, to conversion to bulk assem-

16.

bly of milk, was the cost of the
necessary trucks and farm facilities.
It was believed that the cost of the

would

latter

some

be

typical sources
dealers' milk.

many

of

On

the

routes

assembly

frequently found
truckers to producers were 20-cents per cwt. by can
truckers and 15-cents per cwt. by
tank truckers. In addition to the payment from farmer to trucker, there
instances
were
as noted above

burdenfarms which were

for

bulk assembly.

studied, the most
rates charged by

especially

to the small

may

shipping in cans, for equal distances.
This reflects lower transportation

shift to

The major

however, at

15. The tank truck haulage rates
charged producers were, in general,
lower th?.n those charged producers

two-thirds of the cases was represented by competition from other
dealers for producers' supply and the
remainder came from their own year-

wanted

truckers,

ticularly true during the initial phases
of developing tank truck routes.

milk dealers are planning a changeover to bulk assembly.
Of those receiving milk in cans, thirty
percent were under some form of
pressure to change. This pressure in
all

who

tank

if trucking service is to be assured
without the truckers' becoming a
dealer-employee. This will be par-

necessary to retain them.

producers

of

of income must be replaced by some
form of minimum income guarantee

premium payments which may be

to bulk assembly.

of

initial

from larger producers, who may
leave the cooperative in favor of a
tank assembly outlet, exceeds the cost
of adopting bulk assembly and the

round

instances

require more financial and income
support from the dealer than has
been true for the can truck. The
trucker now becomes more closely
tied to a single source of livelihood,
and the loss of alternative sources

if full member participation
the aim. However, there was evidence that the time lag is shortened
when the possible loss of volume

change

no

had some form of income guarantee from the dealer. The

is

Not

were

least two-fifths

dealers

12.

There

14.

written contracts between dealers and
either can or tank truckers. In the

these

—

—

which the dealer made a supplementary payment to the tanker
through
especially a tank trucker
some such method as guaranteeing
him a minimum gross income per
in

13.

Over

four-fifths of the for-hire

the owner-drivers supplemented their

income from milk assembly by producing milk, by custom hauling of
other products, and as employees in
milk plants. For every 100 producers
shipping in cans, 18 were self-haulers,

They

—

—

trucks assembling milk in cans were
owned by the drivers. Three-fifths of

week.
17.

Through

the

shift

to

bulk

assembly, the cost to the trucker, in
hauling milk from farm to plant, can
be reduced by 7 to 11 cents per cwt.,

trucking only their own milk.
are not here considered as

—

for
for comparable sizes of trucks
example, a reduction from 28 cents

truckers.
51

a cost between 21

and 17 cents.
achieve such a saving, the trucker
must change to every-other-day pickup or 3-times-per-week pickup, and,

needed, to replace the country receiving station,

preferably, get fuller utilization of
his truck by serving more farms than

purchase

to

To

are

served by the comparable can

truck.
18. The average profit on six milk
tank truck routes was 6 cents per cwt.
of milk and $7.87 per route per day.
For fourteen can assembly routes, the

corresponding figures were 9 cents

and $7.44. The narrow difference

vehicles, is perhaps
aspect of the transition

respective

merely an

Under
of

bulk
milk

assembly,

by

the

with
dealer

from his plant to the farm,
and with commingling of milk from
the various farms on a route, dealers
will eventually asume a greater reshifted

sponsibility in connection with assem-

bly than they have borne when all
milk was picked up in cans. Tank

—

even if they come to be
truckers
under substantial control by dealers

—

in

the return per route per day, despite
substantial difference in the cost of
the

20.

have a more responsible role

will

than that of can truckers. With the
point of sale pushed back to the
farm, the situation no longer exists
in which the milk leaves the farm

and

phase.

subjected to

is

some

possibility

on the way to the plant,
while still owned by the farmer.
Under bulk assembly, producers retain control over the quantity and
quality of their milk up to the point
of spoilage

Most

of the country receiving
stations used solely for assembly and
19.

reshipment to markets can be eliminated by a system of direct transfer
from local assembly trucks to overthe-road trailer tank trucks or to rail
tank cars, whichever is the more
economical. For this transfer, a relatively simple type of facility will be

of sale.

The many problems

of tran-

bulk assembly of milk reconcerted action by dealers,

sition to

quire

truckers, and producers for a satisfactory solution.
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Appendix
Table 39.

Price

Range

for

I

Farm Tanks

f.o.b.

Boston,

May 1957

Motor Vehicle Regulations as to Maximum Gross Weight
TabJe 41.
on Highways in Maine, New Hampshire, and Vermont, 1957

Table 42.

Can Haul Route

Field Cost Studies, 1955-1956

Every-Day Piek-up

Truck No.

(One Year)

Table 43.

Can Haul Route Field Cost

Studies,

Every-Day Pick-up

Truck No.

1955-1956 (One Year)

Tabic 44.

Tank Haul Route

Field Cost Studies, 1955-1956

(One Year)

Every-Other-Day Pick-up

I1

Truck No.
Size of Chassis
Size of Tank

2

2

Ton

3

Ton

4

3
3

Ton

3

Ton

5

3

Ton

6

2% Ton

2000 Gal. 1800 Gal. 1600 Gal. 2250 Gal. 1800 Gal. 1200 Gal.

Fixed expenses (dollars)
DeDreciation
Chassis

Body
Insurance
Registration

282.00
315.00

700.00
282.00
284.00

n.a. 2

n.a.

n.a.

200.00
239.00
150.00
150.00
60.00

2.337.00

2,306.00

2.580.00

799.00

1.040.00
700.00

Garage
Total

Variable expenses, except wages
Gasoline

(dollars)

1.040.00

1.500.00
(

780.00
300.00 *

(

Appendix

II

Methods Used in the Development of Tahles 35 and
36
Cost Data on Comparable Can and Tank Routes
in Maine. New Hampshire, and Vermont

—

A.

Basis for Adjustment
of Fixed Cost
1.

a

4.

New

Depreciation

axle vehicles, as follows:

Each chassis was depreciated on
three-year, straight line method

based on dealers' average price, less
estimated trade-in. Can truck bodies
were depreciated over an eight-year
period, and the tank truck bodies
over a ten-year period.
2.

Fee
Gross Vehicle Weight
To 4200 lbs.
$15.50
To 5000 lbs.
$19.50
To 6000 lbs.
$25.00
based on $ 0.50 per cwt.
To 8000 lbs.
based on $ 0.60 per cwt.
Over 8000 lbs.

Taxes
the

excise

was figured on the new truck

tax,

Interest

No

charge was included for

on investment.

it

price,

or first-year valuation, at 1.7 percent.
Federal Transporation Tax of 3

percent was figured on the estimated
route yearly billing to producers for
transportation.
3.

Insurance

Cost of insurance varied considerably between routes, according to
the maximum density of population
in the area served and the length of
the route. For example, rates on

Bodily Injury and on Property Damage for routes in entirely rural areas
were considerably less than for those
in
which some trucking occurred
under city hazards. Increasing route
mileage from fifty, or under, to one
hundred miles may double or triple
the cost of Comprehensive Fire and
Theft and Collision rates. These differences were allowed for in examples of the fifty and hundred-mile
routes.

on Investment

5.

terest

To amortize

Registration

Trucks were rated according to
Hampshire cost brackets on two-

B.

Basis for Adjustment
of Variable Costs
1.

Gasoline

in-

4.

6.

Repairs

2,000-GaIIon

Tank

Costs were estimated for each
size of equipment for the 1st, 2nd

Capacity was figured at 8.6 lbs.
per gallon of milk, or 17,200 lbs.

and 3rd years, respectively, based on
performance reports in the field.
Costs were applied, using the three-

D.

Method of Adjusting
Estimated Costs to 100
and 50 Mile Routes

year average for the type of chassis

and can or tank body.

An

important segment

of

opera-

tional costs obtained in the field

C.

Capacities of

data from sources not identified in

Can and

The average mileage was
100 and pay load 8,000 lbs. or the
milk
from
fifteen
approximately
this study.

Tank Milk Trucks
1.

1^4 -ton Stake,
14,500 lbs. vehicle weight

dairy farms.

Adjustment from 100 miles to 50
miles for insurance is covered under
that section. The other fixed expenses

Capacity was based on 90 (40
qt.) can average at 77.4 lbs. of milk
Forty quarts
per can or 6,966 lbs.
of milk weigh 86 lbs., but the cans
to
be
assumed
are
only 90 percent

were not adjusted because of mileage variance, although it is conceivable that the trade-in would be higher

(

for

full.)

a

used.
2.

was

based on actual commercial trucking

Estimates of the Carrying

truck with less total mileage
the driver

Much depends on

and on the type of maintenance given

2-ton Stake,

a truck.

19,000 lbs. vehicle weight
Capacity was based on 111 (40
qt.) can average at 77.4 lbs. of milk
per can, or 8,600 lbs.
3.

3-ton

Gas and

lbs.

the terrain.

vehicle weight

Tire

1,000-Gallon

equipment

and repairs

costs

to

that

used oversized tires. Cost of heavy
duty tires were figured on all tank
trucks.

Many major

repairs involve

and labor costs.
standard
parts
Therefore, in the drop of 50 percent

1500-Gallon Tank

Capacity was figured at 8.6
per gallon of milk, or 12,900

are

ception of the 3-ton van truck, which

Tank

Capacity was figured at 8.6 lbs.
per gallon of milk, or 8,600 lbs.
5.

replacement

reduce
roughly in proportion to reduced
mileage. Standard tires were used in
the data on can trucks, with the ex-

Capacity was based on 168 (40
qt.) can average at 77.4 lbs. of milk
per can, or 12,900 lbs.
4.

in these studies

to
adjusted
proportionately
mileage. In actual practice, any rate
of performance per gallon is, of
course, subject to the variances in

Van

25,000

oil costs

were

of the mileage, their costs were re33% percent as a conserva-

lbs.

duced

lbs.

tive figure.
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